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Objectives

• View key consumer education website 
elements 

• Learn decisionmaking processes state leaders 
have used in building their consumer 
education websites

• Gain practical information and inspiration to 
develop or enhance your own website
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Session Overview

• Elements of user-friendly search results

• Decision points

• Panel 
– Indiana

– South Carolina

– Utah

– National Center on 
Early Childhood 
Quality Assurance 
representative
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Elements of a User-Friendly 
Website

Easily accessible
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Elements of a User-Friendly 
Website

Searchable
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Elements of a User-Friendly 
Website

Searchable
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Elements of a User-Friendly 
Website

Easy to navigate
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Elements of a User-Friendly 
Website

Plain language
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Elements of a User-Friendly 
Website

Easy to understand
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Elements of a User-Friendly 
Website

Quality and licensing information
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Decision Points

• Key decision points

– Website development

– Website design

• Identify elements to include

– Engagement of providers, families, 
and stakeholders 
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Decision Points

• Where does this information live? Do we have 
it all? How do we get the information we need 
from other agencies?

Licensing Subsidy
Child care 
resource & 

referral
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Decision Points

• On what website will the search 
functionality live?

Child care 
resource 
& referral

Licensing

Subsidy
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Decision Points

• What do we want to include in the search 
results?
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Decision Points

• What do we know about how parents search? 
What do they value? What do they need to 
know?
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Decision Points

• How do we translate that knowledge to a 
user-friendly interface?
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Decision Points

• How do we know our website met our 
objectives? 
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